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“Class President” Spelling and Vocab. List 
Spelling rules:   

1. Root Word “compete” 
2. Consonant blends with the letter “r” 
3. Different spellings of the /er/ sound 

 
compete   compete green green 
competing   competing  proud proud 

competition competition tripped tripped 
competitor competitor writer writer 
broke broke occur occur 
creature creature pressure pressure 
driver driver painter painter 
Friday Friday poster poster 

 
Vocabulary Words 

1. election (noun)- how people vote for someone to be president or mayor or to 
approve an idea or law 

2. represent (verb)- to speak or act for someone else 
3. campaign (noun)- an organized effort to accomplish something 
4. candidates (noun)-people who are seeking to be voted for in an election for a job 

or position in the government 
5. confidence (noun)-a belief in your own ability to do something 
6. pressure (verb)—to force someone to do something 
 

Homework for the Week 
Monday Spelling: Write spelling words 5 times each in cursive 

Vocabulary:  Make vocabulary flash cards (word on 1 side, definition on back) 
Tuesday Spelling:  Put words in ABC order and split into syllables 

Vocabulary: Draw a picture for each word on your flash cards 
Wednesday Spelling: Write words 5 times each in printing 

Vocabulary:  Write a sentence for each word and practice flash cards 
Thursday Spelling & Vocabulary: Study for your spelling and vocabulary tests tomorrow 

(use flash cards and take a practice test)! 
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“The Marble Champ” Spelling and Vocabulary List 
Spelling rules:   

1. Pairs of synonyms 
2. Regular plurals (just add “s”) 
3. /n/ sound spelled “kn” 
4. Multiple meaning word “second” 
 

racket   racket knuckle knuckle 
disturbance disturbance knee knee 

fuss fuss knot knot 

hubbub hubbub BONUS:  competition 
marbles marbles Multiple Meaning Word:  “second” 

muscles muscles 1. a short period of time, 1/60th of a minute 

friends friends 2. an ordinal  number (“I am the second student in line.”)  

whispers whispers 3. to agree with an idea (“I second that motion.”) 

 
Vocabulary Words 

1. contest (noun)- a competition 
2. athletic (adj)- having a skill or talent in sports or other physical activities 
3. matches (noun)- competitions, contests, or races 
4. energy (noun)- what makes someone active during work or play 
5. players (noun)- the people who participate or compete against each other in 

matches 
6. commotion (noun)—noise, excitement, disturbance 

 
 
 
 

Homework for the Week 
Monday Spelling: Write spelling words 5 times each in cursive 

Vocabulary:  Make vocabulary flash cards (word on 1 side, definition on back) 
Tuesday Spelling:  Put words in ABC order and split into syllables 

Vocabulary: Draw a picture for each word on your flash cards 
Wednesday Spelling: Write words 5 times each in printing 

Vocabulary:  Write a sentence for each word and practice flash cards 
Thursday Spelling & Vocabulary: Study for your spelling and vocabulary tests tomorrow 

(use flash cards and take a practice test)! 
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“Juggling” Spelling and Vocabulary List 
Spelling rules:   

1. Closed compound words (no space between the two words) 
2. –el, -il, -al, -ol endings spelling /le/ sound 
3. Inflectional ending:  -ing 

 
everyone   everyone plan plan 
volleyball volleyball planning planning 

homework homework whine whine 
afternoon afternoon whining whining 
pencil pencil apply apply 
capital capital (a city or letter) applying applying 
capitol capitol (a building) applied applied 
jewels jewels BONUS:  cooperation 
 
Vocabulary Words 

1. serves (verb)- in volleyball and tennis, a way of putting the ball into play 
2. juggle (verb)- to handle more than one object or activity at a time, a clever trick 
3. spare (adj)- left over, extra, the remainder 
4. sprit (noun)- enthusiasm, excitement, loyalty 
5. deliberately (adv)- doing something purposely (on purpose) or intentionally; NOT 

accidentally 
 

 
Homework for the Week 

Monday Spelling: Write spelling words 5 times each in cursive 
Vocabulary:  Make vocabulary flash cards (word on 1 side, definition on back) 

Tuesday Spelling:  Put words in ABC order and split into syllables 
Vocabulary: Draw a picture for each word on your flash cards 

Wednesday Spelling: Write words 5 times each in printing 
Vocabulary:  Write a sentence for each word and practice flash cards 

Thursday Spelling & Vocabulary: Study for your spelling and vocabulary tests tomorrow 
(use flash cards and take a practice test)! 
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“The Abacus Contest” Spelling and Vocabulary List 
Spelling rules:   

1. Mathematics operations with –tion or –sion suffixes 
2. /ow/ sound spelled “ou” 
3. Long E spelled “ea” 
4. Multiple Meaning Word “spike” 
 

addition   addition bead bead 
subtraction subtraction breathing breathing 

multiplication multiplication multiplying multiplying 
division division dividing dividing 
bounce bounce Multiple Meaning Word:  

spike 
loud loud 1. slamming the ball over the net 

in volleyball to score a point 
round  round 2. a sharp, pointy piece of metal  

teacher teacher 3. a quick rise on a scale or in 
temperature 

 
Vocabulary Words 

1. drills (noun)- exercises to improve your sports skills or mind 
2. honored (verb)- showed respect  
3. mischievous (adj)- full of pranks and teasing fun 
4. booklets (noun)- small books, usually with a paper cover 
5. collided (verb)- crashed  
6. accuracy (noun)- being without mistakes 

 
 

Homework for the Week 
Monday Spelling: Write spelling words 5 times each in cursive 

Vocabulary:  Make vocabulary flash cards (word on 1 side, definition on back) 
Tuesday Spelling:  Put words in ABC order and split into syllables 

Vocabulary: Draw a picture for each word on your flash cards 
Wednesday Spelling: Write words 5 times each in printing 

Vocabulary:  Write a sentence for each word and practice flash cards 
Thursday Spelling & Vocabulary: Study for your spelling and vocabulary tests tomorrow 

(use flash cards and take a practice test)! 
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“S.O.R Losers” Spelling and Vocabulary List 
Spelling rules:   

1. Commonly misspelled words 
2. Long E spelled “ea” 
3. /ch/ sound spelled -ch 
 

received   received cheered cheered 
believe believe chanted chanted 

caught caught REVIEW WORDS: 

through through 1.  
treason treason 2.  
leave leave 3.  
defeat defeat 4.  
championship championship 5.  
 
Vocabulary Words 

1. interviewed (verb)- asked questions to find out about a person or what they think 
2. record (noun)- the number of games a team won and lost during a season 
3. prediction (noun)- what you think will happen in the future 
4. attitude (noun)-how someone acts to show his/her feelings or thoughts 
5. ashamed (adj)—embarrassed; not proud 
6. defeatist (adj)—having no confidence to win; NOT confident 

 
Homework for the Week 

Monday Spelling: Write spelling words 5 times each in cursive 
Vocabulary:  Make vocabulary flash cards (word on 1 side, definition on back) 

Tuesday Spelling:  Put words in ABC order and split into syllables 
Vocabulary: Draw a picture for each word on your flash cards 

Wednesday Spelling: Write words 5 times each in printing 
Vocabulary:  Write a sentence for each word and practice flash cards 

Thursday Spelling & Vocabulary: Study for your spelling and vocabulary tests tomorrow 
(use flash cards and take a spelling practice test)! 
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“Storks” Spelling & Vocabulary List 
Spelling rules:   

1. Antonyms 
2. /ks/ sound spelled -x (always has a short vowel before it) 
3. /ch/ sound spelled -tch 
 

hurried   hurried excite excite 
dawdled dawdled kitchen kitchen 

neat neat ditch ditch 
messy messy wrench wrench 
distant distant branch branch 
close close REVIEW  WORDS: 

except except 1.  
explanation explanation 2.  

 
Vocabulary Words 

1. dike (noun)- a wall of earth or stone used to control water (like a dam) 
2. wretchedly (adv)- very unhappily 
3. deign (verb)- to reluctantly agree to give or recognize something (rhymes with 

“rain”) 
4. ponder (verb)- to wonder, reflect, and think deeply about 
5. ramshackle (adj)- loosely held together; falling apart; NOT sturdy 
6. rivulet (noun)—a small river or stream 
7. mystified (adj)—confused or puzzled; when you don’t understand something 

 
Homework for the Week 

Monday Spelling: Write spelling words 5 times each in cursive 
Vocabulary:  Make vocabulary flash cards (word on 1 side, definition on back) 

Tuesday Spelling:  Put words in ABC order and split into syllables 
Vocabulary: Draw a picture for each word on your flash cards 

Wednesday Spelling: Write words 5 times each in printing 
Vocabulary:  Write a sentence for each word and practice flash cards 

Thursday Spelling & Vocabulary: Study for your spelling and vocabulary tests tomorrow 
(use flash cards and take a practice spelling test)! 

 
 


